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Περίληψη

Skyline and top-k queries are important tools for applications that are deployed over distributed systems, as they facilitate the discovery of a limited set of the most interesting data in the network. A challenging problem is to efficiently compute such queries in distributed domains, such as peer-to-peer (P2P) networks or parallel architectures. In this talk, I will present efficient solutions to this problem, exploiting as key observation that there exists an inherent relationship between skyline queries and top-k queries, as the skyline set contains all objects for any top-1 monotone function. In the first part of the talk, I will present the SPEERTO framework for top-k query processing in large-scale super-peer networks, under the assumption of horizontal data distribution over the peers. Relying on a thresholding scheme, SPEERTO returns the exact results progressively to the user, while the number of queried super-peers and transferred data is minimized. In the second part of the talk, I will focus on skyline computation in a parallel shared-nothing architecture. A novel data partitioning scheme will be presented for splitting data objects to servers, which greatly improves the performance of each server by dividing the workload fairly over the participating servers. By discussing the experimental results, the efficiency of the proposed partitioning scheme will be demonstrated.
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